
Computeam Exclusive Package Includes: 
Cyber Essentials Certification & Mitilearn Training Platform

Get 35% OFF until the end of June 2021 & 
Free Risk Profile for all new customers*

Cyber Essentials Certification 
– As Required For UK Government & MOD Contracts

Cyber Essenitals certification was created for all businesses, 
of any size and in any sector. As organisations become 
more reliant on technology, an estimate of 40% of UK 
businesses will receive a cyber attack this year. 

With stricter standards of data handling, ensuring you have 
the correct cyber security defences is now a necessity. Not 
only that, but in 2014 the UK Government made Cyber 
Essentials mandatory for all Minstry of Defence contract 
bids and many Government tenders. 

What is Cyber Essentials?

Cyber Essentials Certification Scheme is a UK government-
backed and industry-recognised award run by the National 
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC). The scheme was developed 
in response to the rapid increase in cyber security threats 
facing businesses and seeks to offer protection against up 
to 80% of IT security breaches.

How does it work?

The Cyber Essentials scheme was never meant to be the ‘be 
all end all’ when it comes to cyber security solutions, it was 
designed in response to the Government’s ‘10 Steps to Cyber 
Security’ as a minimum standard of what every organisation can 
implement to protect themselves against the most basic and 
every day attacks. 

Cyber Essentials Basic is a series of self-assessment questions 
that, when answered, will highlight and provide visibility of 
areas of cyber risk your business is exposed to. This allows 
you to make changes and become a Cyber Essentials certified 
business.

Your answers to the questions in the self-assessment 
questionnaire will be assessed by the awarding body - you 
will then receive a PASS or FAIL, highlighting and detecting 
vulnerabilities.

Why do we need it?

Cyber threats are increasing every year, and the risks to 
SME businesses are greater than ever before! Prevent falling 
victim to these threats, as well as receiving large fines, by 
implementing the Cyber Essentials blue print of security 
standards throughout your organisation.

Show Public Sector Clients You’re Serious About Cyber Security 
With A Cyber Essentials Certificate! 

- Lower your insurance premiums. 
- Be in line with the NCSC guidelines . 
- Enjoy the benefits of Cyber Essentials certification. 
- Kickstart your business’s new cyber security programme. 
- Combat up to 80% of common cyber threats. 

“Cyber Essentials is an important part of the 
NCSC’s mission to. ‘make the UK one of the safeest 

places to live and do business on-line.’ As such, we’ve 
been engaged in a detailed consultation exercise 
intended to ensure that the scheme evolves to 

meet the cyber security challenges of today, and 
tomorrow.” 

- National Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) 

CLAIM YOUR EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT TODAY!  
info@computeam.co.uk

EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT!



When an organisation’s employees are cyber security aware, 
it means they understand what cyber threats are. They fully 
recognise the potential impact a cyber attack will have on their 
business and they begin to take the necessary steps required 
to reduce risk and prevent cyber crime infiltrating their online 
workspace. 

Usually, when cyber training is carried out with employees, it’s 
generally too long and overly technical, meaning staff struggle 
to retain the mass amounts of information. 

Mitilearn is here to change this! 

How does it work? 

Our forward-thinking training platform is comprised of only 
five simple steps: 

Step 1 - Register your employees
Step 2 - Employees complete e-Learning modules 
Step 3 - Complete assessments
Step 4 - Sign policies 
Step 5 - Reach trusted secure status

As employees work their way through the training modules, 
they pass exams and sign off on what they have learnt. Upon 
completion, your staff will have an in-depth understanding of 
prevalent cyber threats and what they can do to mitigate the 
risk. 

To test how effective training has been, our platform also 
has the ability to carry out mock cyber threats to test staff’s 
awareness in-house. 

Features: 

Memorable content: Modules use narrative structures carefully designed 
to make them easy to understand and remember. 

Matches your business: Mitilearn gives you the freedom to build your own 
training content and policies on top of our core modules. 

Automated for convenience: Add expiration dates to training content. This 
makes staff retraining simple if you’re in a highly regulated market such as 
finances, professional services and digital health. 

Simple reporting: Effortlessly track and report your employees’, teams’, 
and organisation’s progress. Watch your organisational risk score decrease 
in real-time. 

Why choose Mitilearn? 

It’s important to have company security measures in place to 
prevent cyber attacks, but without ensuring employees are 
trained effectively, your business is still vulnerable. 

Even the most sophisticated cyber security software cannot 
prevent data being stolen from employees falling prey to a 
phishing email. Therefore, employee training is a must, you 
can proactively protect your business and reduce the risk of 
employees opening the door to cyber criminals. 

Our Mitilearn training modules will ensure your staff are 
educated to a high level, meaning the likelihood of them 
falling victim to a cyber crime will be reduced immensely. Their 
knowledge could be all that stands between your business and 
a cyber breach. 

WHAT IS MITILEARN?

GET YOUR BUSINESS CYBER SECURE TODAY! Tel: 0800 8620123

“We contacted Mitigate Cyber as our cyber certificate was due to expire and we urgently needed a renewal for a tender, 
Mitigate Cyber couldn’t have been more helpful getting us registered and pointing us in the correct direction with queries. 
We expressed the urgency of the requirement and from finishing completing the questionnaire Mitigate Cyber had the audit 
completed and certificate issued within a couple of hours, 5 stars.” - Stuart Jobson: Oil NRG

“Mitigate made the whole accreditation process of Cyber Essentials Plus very straightforward. They were incredibly helpful 
in explaining the requirements, and we able to arrange the site visit at very short notice. I would recommend them to my 
colleagues and won’t hesitate to use them again.” - Andrew Teale: EML Learning

“Having worked with Mitigate for some time now, I have found them to be extremely professional and courteous whilst 
maintaining a friendly and approachable side. The integration of Mitigate into our organisation was very straightforward and 
hassle-free. The admin aspect of the system is easy to navigate and maintain and the reporting gives enough detail without 
being too complicated. I can highly recommend Mitigate. ” - Becky Williams: Iscar Tools


